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The train station of Venice, Santa Lucia, with more than 80,000 daily incoming people is a very 
much frequented destination in this town. From the north-west-facing location of Venice many 
visitors and commuters travel into the popular tourist destination.
The station is contrasting with the remaining architecture of Venice because the design has been 
created in the 20‘s but was only finished in the 1950‘s. 
However, it fits in very well into the allover shape of the city because of its low and modest 
appearance.
But concerning the topic the station forecourt is much more important than the train station itself. It 
was this place to stage a kind of „new door“ to provide a transition or entrance to Venice.

After careful consideration I gave the ruling that the subject of crossing from land to water and / or reverse would be 
the most important for me. Venice is the typical city which was built in the water and therefore maybe even this 
element plays the most important role at least for me and my concept.
Venice without water is not Venice. Another consideration was the myth of „the city on stilts.“ 
Every visitor knows that Venice was built on stilts - everyone also talks about the decline of Venice for just this re-
ason. Anyone who moves as a visitor to Venice don’t know exactly what is really under his feet under the surface. 
The fact that Venice was built only on a series of islands and the remaining area mainly along the channels was se-
cured with piles and between them only banked with slush or something similar is – but hardly anyone is aware of 
that.
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Section View A - A M 1:200 Section View B -B M 1:200
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Ground Plan M 1:100

The focal point of my concept questioned: what is under the surface?
How looks Venice from below and above all, what about Venice under 
water.

Are this mythical constructions really existing? 
Was Venice really built on this old tree trunks? 
This secret I would like at least to disclose to some extent by allowing 
the visitor the possibility to move under the surface. To move into the 
water and look at the city from a completely different perspective - from 
below.

Because of my processing the station forecourt remains without 
intervention, unchanged but there is the chance to enter the gate in a 
very different Venice. This gives the opportunity to move under the 
surface and to convince oneself how this fabled city looks from the 
perspective from the bottom of the water or just on the barrier of land to 
water and air to water.

Color concept:
My floating construction stands out from the water by its strong red 
shape and arrest attention of visitors through the two bright red 
entrances.
Inside it opens a dark blue, cavernous underwater landscape, which 
offers views into the water, to the surface and into the air.
The construction is made of fiberglass and polyester resin.
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